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NEWS RELEASE
FUELTRAX INSTALLS 100TH SYSTEM IN OFFSHORE NIGERIA
FUELTRAX announces it has passed a significant milestone, with the installation of its 100 th smart
electronic fuel-monitoring system (EFMS) in Nigerian offshore vessels.
An increasing number of operators and vessel owners recognize the value of installing a secure, reliable
EFMS which delivers precisely measured fuel data in real-time. As fuel monitoring becomes increasingly
critical to offshore logistics, FUELTRAX® has consolidated its place in the market as the system of choice
by delivering continued reliability and attentive technical support to its clients.
International Oil Companies (IOCs) in West Africa are driven by the need to demonstrate compliance and
ensure fuel accountability. IOCs require the installation of EFMS, such as FUELTRAX, on vessels in West
Africa to achieve this goal. FUELTRAX maintains its position as the market leader in West Africa through
delivering the highest level of support.
Anthony George, CEO and Founder, firmly believes that FUELTRAX is a pioneer in the field of fuel
management and performance optimization. “The transparency of the fuel data from FUELTRAX allows
Charterers and Owners to make real, cost-saving changes to their operations based on accurate and
timely data. It enhances their control over decisions which affect their compliance and performance
goals. Actions can be made by management quicker than ever before, with the intelligent insights made
available from live FUELTRAX data inside FUELNET.”
“Our clients tell us they need a system they can trust, with accurate measurements and standardized,
automated reporting that gives them the facts about their fuel data as they happen. Charterers and
vessel owners who have implemented FUELTRAX across their entire fleet report improve operating
efficiencies and reduced fuel consumption by upwards of 10 percent. We’re already seeing the impact
FUELTRAX is having in Nigeria and we’ll continue working to increase fuel accountability and ensure
compliance,” continues George.
At the FUELTRAX EFMS Symposium held in June 2018 in Lagos, Marine Operations Control Advisor,
Muhammed Oyibo of Mobile Producing Nigeria, Ltd. spoke about the impact of EFMS on fleet wide
operations. “The solution has increased fuel efficiency because it puts vessel owners on their toes to use
the vessel in a most appropriate way that will enhance fuel efficiency. The solution has also reduced fuel
theft in marine operations. It has led us to move from fuel theft era to fuel efficiency management era.”
At the event, Bene Okorie, West Africa Operations Manager commented “Our clients are continuously
impressed by the FUELTRAX solution and how we maintain the lead in the market in the EFMS systems,
driven by our ability to keep our systems in good health 24/7 in such a challenging environment. I tell
them the little secret – ‘it's rocket science.’

“Both Engineering Directors at FUELTRAX came from United Space Alliance working for NASA and are
continually innovating and developing the FUELTRAX product” says Bene Okorie, West Africa Operations
Manager. “We are committed to continuing to see FUELTRAX and FUELNET grow while providing
premium services to our clients and maintaining personal relationships.”
To learn more about the benefits FUELTRAX can offer and see a live demo of FUELNET GEN-5 visit the
FUELTRAX Booth #1550 at the International WorkBoat Show.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
About FUELTRAX
From its inception in 2006, FUELTRAX has grown to be the leading universal fuel management solution,
compatible with any vessel, engine or fuel, in any location in the world. Together with its cloud-based
data and analytics service, FUELNET, it provides fully self-contained, smart monitoring and
measurement, reducing costs and setting the standard for secure, compliant, optimized vessel
performance.
FUELTRAX is a product of Nautical Control
Solutions, LP. For further information
contact: info@fueltrax.com

